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Valley of stupas

 (Admission to all programmes is free and on first come first served basis  
except 17th October 2008 programme)

The traditional asta dal (eight-petalled lotus) diagram depicting the tragic story of a newly-wed bride. 
Shalinee Kumari (2005)

October 3

October 7

October 10

Celebration to commemorate the 139th birth 
anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi
Mandolin & Violin Recital by Isai Kalaimani 
Mr.V.Sivakumar, Chennai Adaiyar Music 
College & Isai Kalaimani Mr. S.Jalatharan, 
Chennai Music Academy.

Kuchipudi lecture-cum demonstration by Ms. 
Deepika Reddy & her troupe from India

Film – Does Gandhi Matter? (English)

Venue & Time: ICC 6.00 p.m.  

Venue & Time: ICC 6.00 p.m.  

Venue & Time: ICC 6.00 p.m
 (Duration - Approx. 32 mins)

October 17

October 22 

October 24 

“Rasoi-Se” (From the kitchen) - A cookery 
demonstration by Lakshmi, Sonia, Ragini & 
Bhavna

An introduction to “Hindi Folk Tales” - lecture  
(in Sinhala) by Prof. Upul Ranjith 
Hewawitanagamage, Head, Dept. of Hindi 
Studies, University of Kelaniya.

Dilruba recital by Vadya Nipun Nishad Handun 
Pathirana 

Venue & Time: ICC 10.30 a.m.  
(Admission by advance reservation. Please 
contact the Indian Cultural Centre on tel # 
2500014 for reservation)

Venue & Time: ICC 6.00 p.m

Venue & Time: ICC 6.00 p.m

The valley of River Krishna, in present-day Andhra Pradesh, was 
a fertile land, which, from ancient times, saw the blossoming of 
art infused with the life of the spirit. Here, the bounty of cotton 
textiles attracted Romans and others from afar, and there 
developed a prosperous, cosmopolitan culture. As everywhere in 
India then, philosophic thoughts preoccupied people. The search 
was for that which was beyond the material aims in life, and all 
permanent structures, art and monuments were dedicated to this 
eternal quest of the people.

This region of the Deccan has a very rich heritage of Buddhist art 
and architecture. An early cave at Guntupalli has a facade that is 
directly reminiscent of the Lomas Rishi caves at Barabar (in 
Bihar). These were made in the 3rd century B.C. by Emperor 
Asoka and his grandson Dasratha for the Ajivika sect of ascetics. 
The Barabar caves are known to be the earliest in India and 
perhaps the inspiration for the rock-cut architecture of the 
Deccan. The exquisite later reliefs of the Krishna Valley are 
similar in many ways to the art of the Ajanta paintings in the 

western Deccan. The reliefs exhibit a supple grace, and the lines and expressions convey a quality of 
introspection: a preoccupation with that which is beyond the worldly realm.

In the first two centuries AD., great caves were hewn out of the mountains in the western Deccan. 
Enlightenment, the Great Truth beyond the world of forms, was the focus of meditation. The creative 
forces and the joy of life were represented in the form of divine Yakshas and Yakshis. They were filled with 
a sense of well-being and the fullness of life.

Meanwhile, in central India, by the 1st century AD., the toranas of the gateways of Sanchi were complete. 
The Enlightenment of the Buddha and the path of dharma were represented by symbols that were universal 
to all religious streams in India. Yakshas, Yakshis and Lakshmi were presented in the art. On the plains of 
the Ganga and in Gandhara, in the first two centuries AD., images of the Buddha, Jaina tirthankaras and 
Hindu deities had come into being. The fertile valley of the Krishna river was the cradle of civilisation in 
the eastern Deccan. This area became one of the greatest centres of Buddhism, and over 140 early Buddhist 
sites have been listed in the region. 

Stylistic similarities with the art of Bharhut suggest that the early reliefs found here at stupa sites belong to 
the 1st century B.C. Jaggayapeta, on a tributary of the Krishna, had many stupas. A relief from Jaggayapeta 
shows a chakravartin, or a universal monarch, and his seven precious possessions. The shallow carving 
and other stylistic features are similar to Sunga period reliefs at Sanchi, Bodh Gaya and Bharhut.

The Buddhist site of Amaravati is on the banks of the Krishna, next to the ancient capital of Dharanikota in 
present-day Andhra Pradesh. The history of the stupas at this site covers at least 1,400 years, from the time 
of Emperor Asoka in the 3rd century B.C. The earliest railing pillars of the stupa are of granite and were 
installed by Asoka. By the 1st centllry B.C., the stupa was enlarged and sculpted limestone slabs with 
narrative sculptures were added. A drum slab of the stupa shows the Buddha's enlightenment under the 
Bodhi tree. Footsteps and parasols indicate his presence. The shallow relief, broad faces, turbans and 
heavy earrings are reminiscent of other Sunga period art.

THE MAHASTUPA -  In the 2nd century A.D., the Satavahanas extended their rule to the eastern Deccan. 
Under them, the sculptural relief of the magnificent stupa reached its culminating phase. The entire stupa 
was covered with shimmering limestone slabs, with exquisite sculpture. An ornate stone vedika was also 
added. Today, only a mound remains of the Mahastupa, or Great Stupa, as it is called in inscriptions. In its 
time, its glory was known throughout the Buddhist world.

Fortunately, we have an idea of what the stupa looked like from depictions of it in the sculptural reliefs. 
This self-imaging of the monument is a tradition that continues from here onwards in Indian architecture. 
The Mahastupa was 162 feet (49.4 metres) in diameter. The railings were made 15 feet (4.6 m) away, taking 
the total diameter of the monument to 192 feet (58.5 m). The railings were richly sculpted. Their pillars, 
about 10 feet (3.05 m) high, had full-blown lotuses in the centre and half lotuses on the top and the bottom. 
The lotus, which rises in its beauty from murky waters, is a pan-Indian symbol of purity and transcendence.

Narrative carvings of the life of the Buddha were made on the inner surfaces of the pillars. The stories are 
told in greater detail here than was done earlier at Sanchi. From the 1st century A.D. onwards, artists in 
North India, around Mathura and in the northwestern Gandhara region, had begun to depict deities in 
human form. Earlier, symbols had been used to indicate the presence of Buddhas and Jaina tirthankaras. 
Artists in the western and in the eastern Deccan took more time to break away from earlier conventions of 
art in which personalities had not been depicted. It is only in the 2nd century A.D. that the Buddha was 
depicted in the art of the Deccan.

A pillar of the vedika depicts the Buddha receiving rice pudding as his first meal after abandoning his 
austerities.  Another pillar narrative depicts the Great Departure, when Prince Siddhartha rides out of his 
palace to renounce his worldly life. 

The coping of the railing is fully adorned with eternal themes. Often a thick and luxuriant garland is 
depicted. It is reminiscent of the vine of the fullness and bounty of nature that was seen in the 2nd century 
B.C. at Bharhut and later at Sanchi. It is carried by turbaned youth, who represent the urbane city-dwellers 
of the prosperous Krishna Valley.

On entering the hallowed enclosure, to circumambulate the Great Stupa, the worshipper saw exquisite 
carvings on either side. On the right, the drum of the sacred stupa had slabs that were about 6 feet (1.8 m) 
high. Sculpted dome slabs rose another 11and-a-half feet (3.5m) above the drum. A world of Buddhist 
narratives was created, through which the worshipper moved as he went around the stupa. Sculpted scenes, 
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Valley of stupas... Contd

th8  August
Bharatha Natyam Recital by Ms. 
Indra Priyatharshini Seevaratnam

Ms. Indra Priyatharshini 
Seevaratnam disciple of  
K a l a k e e r t h i  M r s .  
Shanthini  Sivanesan 
presented a captivating 
B h a r a t h a  N a t y a m  
performance at the Centre.  
She commenced her 
recital with Pushpanjali 
and continued with a 
Varnam, Padam and 
concluded with Thillana 
and Managalam. 

nd22  August
Sitar recital by Sangeet 
Shasthrapathi Prasantha 
Kuragama

Sangeet Shasthrapathi 
Prasantha Kuragama 
presented a brilliant sitar 
recital at the Centre.  His 
repertoire included  raag 
Bihag and a Thun in raag 
Jog Thodi. The evening 
was very well enjoyed 
by the music lovers.

th15  August
stShri Ram- A dance drama by Aru Sri Art Theatre to celebrate the 61  

anniversary of India's Independence

Shri Ram – dance drama by the Aru Sri Art theatre to celebrate the 
61st anniversary of India’s Independence was held on 15th August 
at the Kularathne hall.  The dance drama was produced and 
directed by Kalasuri Arunthathy Sri Ranganathan.  Shri Ram is 
based on the epic Ramayana, a tale of the fight between the good 
and the evil and the victory of the good over the evil.  In Shri Ram, 
the episodes of the Ramayana were chosen so that the entire epic 
could be portrayed as a dance drama comprising twelve scenes and 
lasting about two hours.  The event was presided over by the High 
Commissioner of India H.E. Shri Alok Prasad, Honourable 
Speaker Mr. W.J.M. Lokubandara & Mrs. Lokubandara graced the occasion as Chief Guests. The 
dance drama by the Aru Sri Art Theatre received very good reviews from the press.

th29  August
Book Launch – Nalini Jayasuriya's “Letter's to Ingy”

Kalakeerthi Nalini Jayasuriya launched her book entitiled “Letters to 
Ingy” at the Centre. The book launch commenced  with a speech by 
the author and was followed by speeches of the  Chief Guest Mr. 
Dinkar Asthana, Ms.Manel Abeyasekera, Mr. Merton Maurice , Dr. 
Nimal Sanderatne & Mrs. Nishani de Soyza. The book launch 
concluded with a reception.

such as the Birth of the Buddha, would transport the viewer far from everyday concerns. His soul would be 
lifted in response to the beauty and grace before him.

In the rapt attention and divine contemplation on the faces of the attendant figures, the artists appear to 
have portrayed the devotion within themselves. It is a realm of gentleness and beauty, which awakens the 
best within us. Chitrasutra, the ancient treatise on art making, states that the purpose of art is to transform 
us through the presentation of harmony and grace, to show us a glimpse of the Eternal, which underlies all 
of creation.

The reliefs of the 2nd century A.D. at Amaravati are deeply cut, which gives them the appearance of being 
fully in the round. The depth of the cutting permits the overlapping offigures on two and even three planes.  
Each figure is individual and possessed of a life and movement of its own. The variety of poses is infinite. 
The reliefs reflect a sense of confidence among the artists, who appear to discover new possibilities for the 
depiction of the human form. There is a vitality and rhythm in the closely grouped compositions.

In the early tradition of art, a sense of grace prevails upon all forms. The figures portray a quality of 
surrender to the harmony of existence. These are  not heroic individuals struggling against the vicissitudes 
of life but beings who recognise their place as a part of the whole of existence. It is this view of life that 
provides the ease and the joyousness to the figures. The sumptuous richness of the carvings is a celebration 
of the divinity that is all around us.

Since the Indus Valley civilisation, India has been well known for its flourishing trade. Great centres of art 
have come up at junctions on internal and external trade routes. Greeks, Parthians and others who stayed in 
India took to Indic beliefs and expressed their devotion to deities in numerous inscriptions. Commerce 
brought people from faraway parts of India and elsewhere together in a spirit of mutual understanding and 
appreciation. It is such a spirit of warmth and giving that is contained in donative inscriptions of this period 
across the whole of India. Here, in the Krishna Valley, too, donations of sculptures were made "for the 
benefit of all sentient beings of the world".

The exquisite phase of the Amaravati art was under the rule of the Satavahana rulers. They were devoted to 
Brahmanical deities and were fully benevolent to the Buddhist sangha. However, as in central and western 
India, this was an art of the people. The individual pillars and sculptures were the donations of lay people 
and the monastic community. Nuns, many of whom held high religious titles, outnumber monks in 
donative inscriptions. Everywhere in ancient Indian inscriptions, it is seen that women enjoyed a high 
economic and social status.

In the last period of the reliefs of Amaravati, a more taut and crowded grouping of figures can be seen. The 

limbs are elongated, in anticipation of the style to be found in the reliefs of nearby Nagarjunakonda.  
Besides the Buddha figures in the reliefs, a number of freestanding Buddhas have been found at Amaravati 
and other sites of the Andhra region. They date from the 3rd century AD. onwards. These are quite different 
from the Buddha figures that were being made at Mathura and Gandhara and show an independent artistic 
conception. These were to be the models for the Buddhas of Southeast Asia. 

While the glorious Mahastupa at Amaravati was made and sculpted in different stages, from the 1st 
century B.C. to the 3rd century AD., many other stupas were made in the Krishna Valley. Their railings and 
drum slabs are part of a vast surviving corpus of the early art of Buddhism.

IKSHVAKUS IN POWER In the 3rd century A.D.  the power of the Satavahanas began to fade. However, 
the tradition of art, which had blossomed under them, continued. The Ikshvakus came to power in the 
second quarter of the 3rd century and established a new capital called Vijayapura, or the City of Victory, in 
the Nagarjunakonda Valley.

The great Buddhist teacher Nagarjuna, one of the most important proponents of Mahayana philosophy, 
was known to have lived here in the 1st or 2nd century AD. Nagarjunakonda means "the hill of Nagarjuna". 
The area continued as an important centre for the development of Buddhist philosophy under the 
Ikshvakus. A large number of monastic establishments for residence, study and worship were founded 
here for at least four different sects of Buddhists. Unlike Amaravati, the remains at Nagarjunakonda have 
been systematically excavated and securely dated through inscriptions to the 3rd and 4th centuries. The 
original site was submerged by a dam in recent years. However, the edifices were carefully reconstructed 
and have been preserved for the future.

In Indic tradition, theology was never confined by dogma. Early literature is full of accounts of public 
intellectual discussions between teachers of different sects. This climate, in which different sects and 
philosophies coexisted, is seen in the remains at Nagarjunakonda. Chaityagrihas with stupas are made 
next to shrines with statues of the Buddha. Worshippers of both share a common vihara, or monastic 
residence.

The style of the sculpture here is very similar to that in the last phase at Amaravati. The figures are lively 
and full of movement. They are cut deep into the stone. The tradition of the depiction of the stupa is 
continued here, on the sculptural slabs of the monument. These are made along with Gandharvas, who 
bring offerings to the stupa. These celestial beings are a constant motif in Indic art from the 2nd century 
B.C. onwards.

The many finely made depictions include the scene of the birth of the Buddha. Queen Maya, the mother of 
the Buddha, gave birth to him while standing under a sal tree. The artist depicts her in the continuing style 
of the shalabhanjika, who represents the flowering abundance of nature. Her name, Maya, means the 
illusory nature of the world of forms around us. It is there as a reminder to the devotee.

The Great Departure of Prince Siddhartha is depicted. Divine beings hold up the hooves of his horse, 
Kanthaka, so that he may ride out of the palace silently.  The creative force of nature is expressed in 
Yakshis, whose mere touch causes trees to blossom. This continues as a theme from the earliest stupa 
railings of Bharhut. As in the case of all major Buddhist monuments since the 2nd century B.C., these at 
Nagarjunakonda were made under the rule of kings who themselves worshipped Brahmanical deities. 
However, in keeping with the Indic traditions of dharma, they were fully benevolent to institutions of all 
faiths. As was often the case, some female members of the royal family were devoted to Buddhism and 
made personal donations to monasteries. A number of Brahmanical temples were also made at 
Nagarjunakonda during the period. However, none has survived.

The ultimate belief was in the oneness of the whole of creation. The sculptures were made, as donative 
inscriptions proclaim, for the benefit of "all sentient beings". Earlier, art brought to us the vital and living 
world of nature, in which man was only one part of its existence. By now the focus had shifted. Some of the 
attention of the earlier art, to the joy and frolicsome world of natural creation, had been left behind. The 
emphasis had now come more on men and women. 

Source: Frontline, Benoy K. Behl

Films in October

Does Gandhi Matter ?
Documentary in English produced by the Ministry of External 
Affairs, Public Diplomacy Division, Government of India

Contd.
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